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Chapter Progress to the Rest Bound

The painting of this dress is not hat but the bra pat is

e plain. The

hightlight dreigh

“This dress dopen) fit everyone. Unless people

exponite facial features

slender figure, ordinary panpla

“Although the painting skills are good there is no novelty

The judges and the audience gave the designer medium scoreć

“Next, let us give

applause to invite the No. 16 designer

stage

This was the first time that Mariela had put

the dress she had designed and displayed it on the stage.

Mandla wa

a little nervous, but when the thought of what Paige had said before she went on stage. Mariela still tried to suppress the

outside the door, feeling panic in her heart and tried to treat this place as the street in the old society. As for her, she just took a

comfortable and at ease

Mariela walked around the stage. The female charm she exuded was widely praised. Her makeup and her dress displayed a

strong

sense of retra

“Onginally, I thought her facial features couldn’t support such a grand and dignified dress. I didn’t expect that she would change

her style. This dress seems to be tailor-made for her. It’s so beautiful *

“This dress looks like haute couture. The No. 16 designer is so talented.”

In comparison, the previous ones were too ordinary to impress people

Heman’s eyes fell on Manela. The style was good. In addition, her wavy hair and her curvy figure were charming

He scored nine points.

The other judges also gave eight points, nine points….

After stepping down from the stage, Mariela was extremely excited. “Paige, I think we have a chance to progress to the third

round!”

“We are sure to win.” Paige was very confident in the works they designed. The designs were retro and artistic. They easily stood

out

among those ordinary designs.

“Now let’s invite all the designers and their assistants to the stage with the loudest applause!”

As the host’s voice just fell, there was a tide of applause from the audience.

Ten designers and assistants went on the stage one after another.

“Just now, these designers and their assistants have already displayed their works one after another. The scores have already

come

out

“Everyone can see from the big screen that the No. 16 designer and her assistant get the highest scores. Let us give them a

round of applause to congratulate them on progressing to the next round!”

The audience burst into thunderous applause.

Mariela bowed happily and thanked the judges and audience who supported her, expressing her heartfelt thanks

On the other hand, Paige, who was next to Mariela, had a calm expression from beginning to end.

“Let us give a warm applause to congratulate No. 16, No. 21, and No. 29 designers for the third round!”

Jessie, who was backstage, was furious. She brought four designers this time, but none of them made it into the next round.

At this time, No. 3 and No. 4 designers returned to the lounge. Jessie couldn’t help but get up and slap them hard.

“What’s the use of keeping you for so long? A ****of **! You can’t even defeat a ****from the Robins family!”

As for Abbigail, she couldn’t believe that she had personally participated in the competition. But in the end, the didn’t even get

into

how to explain it to her parents when she returned the top three She sat in front of the dresser and didn’t i

Before ****in the competition, she had promised and vowed that she would definitely get into the top three

”

“Ms Abbigail, my designs are not as good as others You can deduct my salary The No. 9 designer blamed herself

Abbigail cursed in her heart, ***!

However, she didn’t say anything She wondered how to explain it when she went back home

“Paige, I feel incredible to get into the top three. No matter if I can get first place or not, I am satisfied Mariela lowered her excited

voice

Manela thought, anyway, the top three will be eligible to participate in an international competition

If I participate in the international competition, there will be a chance for me to see Paine

Yet I don’t know if Paine will be the judge of the international competition or not..

ww

“You should go all out.” Paige looked at the front. She said in a light tone with a calm expression, “In this world, people will only

remember who the champion is. As for second place and third place, few people will know their names”

When Mariela heard this, she immediately felt that it made sense.

She had the confidence to win first place again.

“Before I announce the contents of the third round, let’s invite our models Renee Flores, Hailee Cline, and Azaria Barrett to the

stage with the loudest applause.”

As the host’s voice fell, everyone was surprised. They didn’t expect that there would be models today.

The three girls slowly walked onto the stage. Everyone was shocked.

Three disabled girls?

“Renee was crushed under the ruins for three days and three nights in the Houston earthquake last year. Not only did she lose

her left leg, but also her family.

“Hailee, a large area of her hands and feet was burned in a fire. The scar is exposed and she is limping.

“Azaria, half of her left hand was accidentally twisted by the machine because of the tiredness of the mechanical operation.

“They are all at the best age, but they are too young to endure inhuman torture. The content of this round is to have the

designers design a set of clothes that are most suitable for them to show their beauty.”

Renee was assigned to the group of Mariela and Paige.

Looking at Renee’s mechanical left leg, Mariela could not help but feel distressed. Would it hurt to walk like this?

“Withdraw your gaze,” Paige reminded in a light voice.

The gaze of other people, no matter if it was out of kindness or curiosity, pity or sympathy, would be a great ***to the disabled.

“You are now a designer. Designing the most suitable clothes for her is what you should do.”

Hearing Paige’s words, Mariela pulled her attention back. She began to make very cool sportswear for Renee with the materials

provided by the organizers.

Mariela did not ask for Paige’s opinion during the whole process. Instead, she was very assertive and revealed the artificial limb

on Renee’s left leg.

This was exactly what Paige hoped for.

In comparison, No. 21 and No. 29 designers both chose to hide the ****side of the models, wanting them to look like normal

people

After forty minutes, the three models put on the clothes that the designers tailor-made for them and walked on the stage.

Herman picked up the microphone and asked Mariela about her ideas, “Why did you let her show her artificial limb?”

Manela held the microphone and said earnestly, “I want to use this to tell Renee and many people like Renee. Don’t be afraid

that your artificial limb will scare us. I think it is more like your medal. If you want to show it, you can be appreciated and liked.”

When Renee heard this, she was instantly filled with tears.

“No one has the right to judge you. It is up to you to decide whether you are good or not. Maybe the outside world will associate

healthy legs with sports, but sports should be a kind of tenacious spirit. Even if you lose a leg, it will not affect your passion. You

can still run on the field, bloom, and shine.”

Renee nodded, and tears could not help but roll down
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